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Welcome to News and Communication. Here you will gather information about various scientists who have

expressed their love for research in multiple backgrounds.

Interview with Dr. Partha Pratim Majumder:

Dr. Partha Pratim Majumder is the Director of National Institute of

Biomedical Genomics (NIBMG), Kalyani, West Bengal. He is well known

to be the be the Master of Genetics. He is an important asset of India

contributing towards the uplift of modern research on Genetics.

You can catch the full interview in ASM’s MicrobeWorld post here:

http://t.co/fkzJEOs4qF

The Interview was also published in CSIR’s Science Reporter Magazine

of India.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication

/261212083_Contribution_in_Human_Genetics_Dr._Partha_Pratim_Majumder?ev=prf_pub

Interview with Dr. Naowarat Cheeptham:

Dr. Naowarat Cheeptham, is a famous cave microbiologist. Dr. Cheeptham

has been fascinated with the world of biology since she was out catching

butterflies as a child with her father in her native country, Thailand.  Her

interest in microbiology developed while studying at Chiang Mai University

(Thailand) and Hokkaido University (Japan).  Since her doctoral work, Dr.

Cheeptham has been interested in discovering new drugs that could be derived from rare microorganisms that

thrive in extreme habitats such as caves.  Currently, she is exploring the photochemotherapeutic potential of

bioactive compounds produced by volcanic cave actinomycetes.  Dr. Cheeptham’s work was featured on Global TV

and the Knowledge Network in Canada.  Besides her research interests in cave microbiology, she is also drawn to

pedagogical issues in microbiology education. In 2009, she was selected as one of the biology research residency

scholars in the ASM/NSF Biology Research Residency Scholars Program and participated in an NSF-sponsored

residency in Washington DC.  She is an Associate Professor at the Department of Biological Sciences, Thompson

Rivers University, Kamloops, British Columbia, Canada.

He was interviewed by Mr. Saumyadip Sarkar (Science Communicator).

The full interview is made under Microbiology Today issue of WTM. You can check her full profile

here: http://faculty.tru.ca/ncheeptham/

Download the full Interview here: A TALK WITH

Biomysteries
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The interview was published in Micrographia Today (Vol.2. Issue1). It has also been

shared with ASM’s Microbe World.

Interview of Dr. Anne A. Madden

Dr. Anne A. Madden is a scientific explorer, a scientific communicator and a

post-doctoral researcher at North Carolina State University with Dr. Rob Dunn

and Dr. Noah Fierer at University of Colorado. She has been working on the

research based on the understanding of the arthropod contribution to the

microorganism in houses. Micrographia Today has connected with the well known “Wasp Lady”

with us to share her journey of scientific research.

The interview was published in Micrographia Today (Vol.2. Issue2). Download to view here: Anne A Madden

Interview

Interview of Dr. Dirk Linke

Dr. Dirk Linke was inteviewed along with Dr. Jack Leo from the University of

Oslo to share the story behind an identification of a protein that help the well

known opportunistic pathogen E. coli to survive in high acidic conditions of

stomach to reach the intestines.

The interview was published in Micrographia Today (Vol.2 Issue3). Download to view

here: Dirk Linke Interview

Interview of Dr. Partha Sarathi Das

Dr. Partha Sarathi Das is a post doctoral researcher at Vidyasagar University,

Midnapore India. He shares his thoughts in recent day Bioinformatics and also about

his research. The interview was organized under Bioclues Organization.

View the full conversation here

Interview of Dr. T. V. Ramachandra

Dr. T. V. Ramachandra is a well known environmentalist of India. His recent research on

Urbanization and deforestation in Bangalore has uprise the essence to protect the

environment in India. His versatile research over different aspects of environmental

protection, several research models and waste reduction is a merit. He is one of the Scientists

of Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore and holds the Environment chair at the institute. He

was with permission of Dr. Hassan Jawaid Khan, Chief Editor of Science Reporter monthly

magazine.

The interview was published in September 2016 Issue of Science Reporter. (Research Gate Link)

Interview of Dr. Prashanth Suravajhala
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